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The first week of the semester should be wel-
corned by the excitement of new faces, new
classes, and new professors. Unfortunately for
most Baruch students. the chronic problems of
registration difficulties, long elevator lines, and
a high-priced bookstore remained a dilemma.
The student satisfaction in registering varied
depending on when the students were able to
register, but even those who registered early
faced closed classes, cancelled courses, and
.ongoing credit transfer problems.
For some students, December 2000 was the
start of the stresses for Spring 200 I. "I tried the
telephone registration system during December
but it was a real problem for me. Being out of
town for the holidays, I wasn't ,aware of the
number change, and missed out on a lot of
classes I needed. In the end. I only got one nec-
essary class ~d' that was a real bummer for
me:' said Jeri-Lee Alexander, a marketing
major.
-Alexander suggested that posting the regis-
tration changes on the Baruch website may
have helped to ease the confusion during regis-
tration. "As classes begin to fill up and as some
are being cancelled, I think that would have
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As President Bush prepares to introduce his
education proposal to the nation, there is a
noticeable silence on CUNY's home front. The
university. that was recently making a big stink
about remediation
and the prepared-
ness of students News Analysis
entering its col-
leges, has failed to
voice its opinion
regarding the two main areas of the proposal.
- Bush is proposing a new tax deduction that
will allow parents to deduct up ·to $5;000 of
their annual salary to. pay for private, sec-
ondary. and 'elementary education. This will
apply for each child. B~, again this does not
address the issues facing inner city schools and
many low-income families. None of the fami-
lies who fall into this $5,000 deduction deal are
~rotesting, -saying it would hinder their chil-
dren's' chance at a good educ:~at:ion:.~A~S:;the:p:r~o-~ ~:=::::=-====:;:;:::;:-======:::;:::::::::--::::-:::-::-=-~-=-=-=--:=---:::::-:--===:-:-:-.-=-=-:--:-::~~~:-::-=-:~--:-::--=---:~~~~~~=~~~==--~~~__~ _, posedbiH .cleal} :wates;-tfte-..e
.apply to those attending private elementary,
secondary, and religious schools.
I don't know many CUNY students who
. attended a private school, religious or other- By FraBck Mongbe
wise, which are graduating students better pre- Acting Managing Editor
pared for college. But, if CUNY is as concerned
about the percentage of its incoming freshman Baruch students have been given a means to
population that will require remediation-let's avoid the high prices and long lines of tile
not forget that those who need remediation will College Bookstore, through the Book Exchange
be channeled into the community colleges- then Fundraiser.
as the nations largest urban university system, it The Accounting Society's Treasurer, Judy
should take a stand. CUNY should push for bet-. Chu, coordinated a "Shebang," as she liked to
ter education all across the board, not just those call it Students will be able to buy books at low
who can afford a private education. prices and sell at profitable ones. The first Book-
While vouchers or charter schools might Exdalge Fundraiser took place: during the
appear as a solution to some parents and educa- . week of Janwiry'.29. February 5, 2001 on the
tors, it majority of America's students will 14 flooroftbe 360 PAS building and will again..
remain in the public school system. They might take place at the beginning of the fall semester.
not be failing, but is mediocre the best we hope The Fundraiser is a way for students with used
to achieve? boOts to have the program sell them at a price
CUNY is 'intimately acquainted with the prob- that they name. "We hold the book for other
lem ofstudents equipped with a poor secondary students UDtil it gets sold and then we deduct a
education. Today two-thirds ofCUNY's student 5%' commissioh .from the money we got for
population are graduates of New York City .their- boobaecl.we give than back the rest of
public schools. . . ttieit: 'tIMJlillcY.~: 88, they really have nothing to . ~
In 1999. the university's board. of.~~ 't8sOf;,8d.,Qa,- i, ..
approved a plan th~t bared students who failed ,.·N8a.lit.... the Accountitlg Society bas
to meet the minimum standards on the Math· twhufriB'Ow:r :ssGiO 'dollars in totaI.sales.
and English exams from its senior collages 55 'JhC::~ ~i~:QJt will be ~. fOl' tbe'
percent of whom failed one or more of tIle cI1dJ-·tbat .e&J- :dec:tD poorly funded. "The
entrance exams. This act.io~ ~e years.~ A",,",,~ag:!foeiely docS~nOt-,~ its mem:-
the university invested millions In remediation bers, ~'Js),WIlY it·iS agOOd:OJIpOrtuiUty to .
programs to prepare students for college-level give'baCk to1hC studenlSandaiso "Create funds
c1~those talkers saying cum: s~ur~ raise ::::~~.:-':t::pr:;::
standards and make CUNY an mstmmon of 1'IlCIIlbaS.-
higher education and not an extension of high JonadtaaTaA one ofthC students attracted by .
school are now ominously qu~ Where is the -AecouDting- SOcietY's "BOOk' 'Exchange'
Mayor Giuliani and Herman Badillo? Fundraiscr, thought that the prices were really ,
They ~ued for h~gher standards and an end. great. T.ao hoped-toseJlbis books, make SQ~e
to remedial classe~ m the -four colleges, They side cash aDCt.suggesledthat the book exchange .'




Valentines Day for many adults includes
a little more than kissing. To ensure unex-
pected embryos begin their development,
the Health Center is offering free condoms.
On February 14, the Health Center will be
participating in the National Condom Day.
The Health Center will be gnring free gift
packets, which will include condoms, den-
tal dams, and educational material on prac-
ticing safer sex. All students need to do is
stop by the Health Center located on the
fi.rst floor of 360 PAS ~uildin& near the
26th ST. entrance.
. ".". :::~:" .
. . '.
1.. 800.8 4·2 ~2'77·6
~~sfaed students hold up books purchased fr~.:n 'the Accounting Society Book Exchange.'The
initial success of the first book exchange now lead to future book exchanges. (PhotolKiro
Kiruza)
club's adviser, before presenting the idea to Carl
Aylman, Director of Student Life. Aylman gave
the project his support.
The one-week fundraiser has received great
reviews by students who sold and bought books
as well as those students who volunteered to help
in the fundraiser.
Kamila Gajewska, a sophomore and consumer,
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Alternate Book Resource for Students
Continuedfrom front
would be more efficient if the sales were comput-
erized.
"The [newborn] fundraiser has its disadvan-
tages," explained Chu. "One of the obvious
[problems] was that the Book Exchange
Fundraiser did not carry new editions of books
because Baruch has the policy of usmg new edi-
tion every semester."
For longer than students can remember, the
College Bookstore has been commanding the
lowering prices paid by students. Timothy
Moreland, the manager of the College Bookstore.
admits the prices are high but made no effort to
say that changes w iII be made.
Every semester has seen a long line of students
on the side of the 360 PAS Building, trying to sell
their used books. This and ot.J)er problems have
given rise to a calmer and faster innovation: The
Book Exchange Fundraiser.
The Fundraiser was modeled after a book
exchange program at PACE' University, where
Chu used to attend. "The program worked well at
PACE University, so I decided to try it here to
raise funds for the Accountig Society" said Chu.
Accounting Society President, Yafa Kaylov
was in favor of the project when it was first pre-
sented to her during the New Year's eve weekend.
Kaykov first consulted Dr. Richard Brodv the. '
----- ----
usual."
Brown was able to get the classes he wanted,
and though his schedule did not appear to ben-
efit him initially due to the ample space
between his classes, "it all worked out for the
best, especially due to the long elevator lines in
the evening, which is a real problem," said
Brown.
Long waits for full elevators are nothing new
to the semester or the students, especially dur-
ing the first week.
"The elevators are a major problem," said
Hippolyte.
In agreement, Wu said he has "grown numb"
to the elevator situation. "I managed to get
classes on the same floor so that I could avoid
all the hassle, 'luckily."
Nonetheless, the students interviewed voiced
their hopes that the new building will bring a
close to their chronic dilemmas.
As if these problems were not enough, finan-
cial difficulties add 10 student's stress levels
when attempting to purchase books.
"The availability ofbooks is short for certain
subjects; like finance" so if you don't get there
early you are in trouble. But I prefer to buy
either from Barnes & Noble or another student,
in order to get an affordable price," said Brown.
Some students, like Brown managed to avoid
bookstore lines and prices, by getting their
books through Shakespeare & Co, Barnes &
Noble, and the Accounting Society Book
Exchange.
the future of the city and make Washington
aware1:hat public schools should bethe-foeus of
the education bill. That public schools carries
the burden of educating America's future work-
force, and need the respect, attention, money,
dedication, and legislative protection to flour-
ish.
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"What they don't real-
ize is that we have to
constantly avoid class-
es that require prereq-
uisites, unless we go
into the registrar :s and
wait to see ifsomeone
can input us manually -
into the course each
time the problem aris-
es. "
to see if someone can input us manually into
the course each time the problem arises," said
Wu. "Registration isn't a big problem for me,
but Baruch definitely needs more people to
work on the credit transfers from other col-
leges."
Oneil Brown, a CIS major, was pleased with
the registration department because of the more
lines created for registration, which made his
registration process "much less painful than
seeds' from the class rooms then all the other
problems facing the public school system-
lack of discipline, outdated text books, poverty,
uncertified teachers. social promotion, the
unaccountability of principals. etc. will van-
Ish.
CUNY as one of New York City's largest




the city's high schools So, \.. h) haven 't the)
steam-e-roded their way to the White House in
protest of Bush's back door aid to private
schools, which will reduce federal tax revenues
by approximately $3 5 billion, if approved?
Maybe because the) think vouchers are the
solution to the man) problems facing public
schools. That by eliminating some of the "bad
Problems RollOver Into Spring 2001
CUNY Maintains Ominous Silence
Continued From Front
made things much easier for me."
Alexander's situation is common to many stu-
dents who "go home" for the holiday 'and sum-
mer breaks. Having ample information avail-
. able and preparing for the registration process
is key to having an accommodating schedule.
There were similar problems in registration
for Ilona Yusupova, a Computer Information
Systems major. Even though she tried to regis-
ter In December, her classes were already full.
"I missed out on some prerequisite classes
from the beginning. and I am still doing a lot of
running around to try and get a schedule close
to what I want and need," said Yusupova "For
now, I attend both day and night classes, but not
by choice."
Not all students had trouble with the registra-
tion process.
"I got the classes I wanted. and even those I
needed to be on a waiting list for went through
ok. I had no problems really," said Tohyla
Hippolyte, a freshman accounting major.
Shan-san Wu, a journalism major, also
breezed through his registration process.
However, his problems rested with the delay in
his transfer credit being evaluation. Though he
admitted he had not been "on [the registrar's
officer as much as he should, Wu shared that
the process has taken close to two years now,
and he is unsure when it will be completed.
"What they don't realize is that we have to
constantly avoid classes that require prerequi-






why the low amount of people at the fair.
Although the tum out was low, Duggan
remained optimistic. "We like to do these
health fairs because we like to inform but no
one attends," said Duggan. "If we have more of
them then people will be aware and they will
attend."
school.
"Here at the lobby we get the attention of peo-
ple going to the library or the Registrars
Office," said Ingram.
Even with such a tactic in mind, the amount
of people ambling in and out was unimpressive.
"It was not publicized," said Elaine Strothers, a
-psychology major, offering an explanation as to
-----~--"---------'---~----~~-'---------'----~----------..:..-_---
Student being Informed on the dangers of sickle cell anemia. The Office of Student Ufe in coordination with the Baruch Healthcare Center
held a special health fair focusing on diseases that primarily affect African Americans as a part of it's Black History Month programs.
(PhotolVanessa Wltenko)
Unfortunately for the fair, the turnout was a
disappointment. "I wish more people would
drop by," said Hoover.
The Fair was held at the lobby 'of the 25th
street building because, according to Assistant
Director of StudentActivities Veronica Ingram,
the fair would have been able to reach students
that are no affiliated with the clubs at the
TICKER NEWS FEBRUARY 13, 2001 "
Awareness Remaips The Goal For Black History Month
By Hubert Reyes
Editor-ill-Chief
Raising awareness can be complicated when
there is no one to listen.
Tucked away in the corner of the lobby at the
25th St building, a health fair centered on Black
History Month tried to educate students on the
dangers of diseases that are most prevalent in
the African American community.
The fair is just one of the many activities
scheduled for the month of February by the
Office of Student Life as part of their Black
Hist0I)' Month program. This weeks scheduled
activity was a health fair focused on concerns
of the black community,
According to Debbi Bick-Duggan, associate
director of Student Life, The health fair was put
on in an effort to educate students about their
health. Duggan believes that by providing
answers to students questions and raising con-
sciousness on certain problems, they are help-
ing.
"We like to do these health fairs because we
like to inform." said Duggan.
Special attention was focused on certain dis-
eases that are known to be especially prevalent
throughout the black community, such as sick-
le cell anemia and diabetes.
Nurse Practitioner Audrey Hoover, from the
Baruch Healthcare Center, was on hand to
administer the 2 hour Post Prandiam test, a test
used to measure blood-glucose levels. The test
takes no longer than five minutes and the
results are ii"tstantaneous.
According to Hoover, testing for diabetes is
important within the black community because
there is a higher percentage of African
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Sponsored by the Business to Business Marketing Society,
The Marketing Department,
Advertising Society, and American Marketing Association
151 E. 25th Street
12
Time Warner Cable





For More Informa tion Visit Our Website at www.baruchaba.com or
Email usatwww.adb2b_ama@yahoo.com
4
Compiled by V.lltO W.....o
Center- For more information, call 802-28S6.
17 Lexington Ave, Skylight Room, Rm 306




Career Dev. Center: Marketing Expo
12:00 - 2:30 p.m., 7th FJ. 25th St
(call 802 6504 for registration)
MARCH 4
Hillel: lee Skating Party in Central Park 2PM
MARCH 1
Baruch CollegeBlood Drive
Room 1542360 PAS, 9:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
(Get coupons to participate from the Office of
Student life - room 1542)
Ifyou're interested in any more campus and
offcampus college events, check out the T. V
screens by the 360 PAS elevators and on the
15th and I4thjloosr ofthe same building.
Women's bathroom on the 1551h
floor, 360 PAS.
,OvedlOwIilg-trash in the..1.~. -,_.
. 'women's bathroom,on 18th Street.
wasIssue
17 Lexington Ave; Skylight Room, Room
306., 2pm
Baruch College Alumni Association Board
of Directors Meeting
17 Lexington Ave., Skylight Room, Room 306
6:15pm
E~RUARY22
"Capoeira! Maculele! Samba Drums!"
Music and dance from Brazil featuring
Cabello and Tisza. Sponsored by the Women
of Color Network.
360 Park Ave. South, 14th floor., I - 3 p.m.
Film Screening and Discussion: "The Trial"
Orson Welles' version of Kafka's classic
novel. Sponsored by the Jewish Resource
Alumni Career Seminar: Strategies for
Making Career Transitions
Speaker: Career consultant Carol Wood. $20
for Baruch College Alumni Association mem-
bers; $25 for non-members. For reservations.
call 802-671 0
151 E. 25th St., Room 415.
6-8:30pm
Broken toilet paper holders are ~t-to be replaced. -
Bathroomthe
Newman Real Estate Institution Young
Professionals Career Evening - "Real Estate
mortgage brokerage." 5:45 - 7 p.m.
For more information and to RSVP,
call 802-5940.
137 E. 22nd St., Marble Room, Room 206
FEBRUARY 20
GFeat Works Lecture Series: Filming
"Hamlet" with Kenneth Branagh
Excerpts of the film Hamlet and discuss the
challenges involved in translating
Shakespeare's plays to film.
17 Lexington Ave., Skylight Room, Room
306., 5:45 - 7:00 p.m.
Zicklin School of Business Executive
Programs Information Session
For more information, call 802-6700
151 E. 25th St., Conference Center, 7th floor
6-1:30pm
FEBRUARY 21.
W~issman School ofArts And Science
Facu Ity Meeting
SaidWho
Information about college being closed flue to
weather conditions is given out on WCBS
880AM, WCBS 101.1 AM, 103.9 FM
FEBRUAR)'13
Fifth annual Donald H. Smith
Distinguished Lecture: The Legacy of
African Culture- Passing It On
151 E. 25th ST., Conference Center, 7th floor.
6 p.m.
February is Senior Month at the Advisement
Center, Room 1029 18th St. (802-3300).
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Hillel: Welcome back ADL program
FEBRUARY 15 -
JBL: Cocktails and Networking (off campus)
Union Bar 204 PAS betw/ 17 and 18 St.
7:30 - 10:00 p.m.
Bring a friend. socialize and enjoy!
Career Dev. Center: Internship Fair
10 a.m - 4 p.m., 7 FI Conf. Center E 25th St.
(Advance registration required - 802 6710)
Below right and left - Toilet bowls littered with tissue in the 18th street building on the 14th floor.
------... '.: .. :. -:-. : : ;:'. :'.~~" . :: ". ~""
MesSy caoins arid loiTet bOwls in the 23rd·St. bn1tding -
women's. bathroom refuse to -improve.
Broken door knobs continue to gape on the 1st flOor of
•
RCH!
Thursday, May 3, 2001
..R
Thursday, April 19, 2001
COMMUNITY IN
Going on NOW!!
INDIA EARTHQUAKE RELIEF FUNDRAISER
Working w~th Red Cross and other organizations and clubs on campus, our
fundraiser aims to help in the worldwide relief effort through donations from
Baruch constituents. Donate at least $1 and receive a raffle ticket to win a
variety of available prizes! Be on the lookout in your classes and around campus
for individuals who are selling these raffle tickets. However if you wish to donate
but cannot find any of us, please visit the Dean of Students Office at 360 PAS
Room 1702.
MAKE A DIFFERENCE WITH JUST A DOLLAR!l
Thursday, March 1, 2001
SHADOW DAY
Experience college for the first time again through the eyes of high school students! Bring bright
and motivated high school students from around the city to your Th·ursday morning classes to
introduce them to college courses and Baruch's campus!
Every Saturday Afternoon
FEED-THE-HOMELESS
Here's a rewarding way to spend a Saturday. Bring your family and friends and join us at the




WHAT YOU CAN DO FOR YOUR
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We are also proud to present our other ongoing community service programs:
•
FEBRU
All our volunteers work as part of a team with other Baruch students!
Please do not hesitate to contact us with any questionsll
Winnie Chin
Vice-President ·of Public Relations
Winnie_Chin@juno.com
• Junior Achievement



























Without using logic-defying state-
ments like, "define the word is." Jesse Jackson
got off pretty easy by not lying and facing the
issue straight up and down. But he is a religious
leader for God's sake! And really, does it get
more unethical than fathering a child out of
wedlock and keeping it secret for all these
years? Or are we supposed to support him and
say, "he messed up but did the right thing by
taking care of the kid"? Really, it makes me
wonder when the should-be role models inad-
vertently encourage us to toss ethics out the
window so that they can remain in power. Is it
because we appreciate all that they do that we
make concessions for their gross indiscretions?
I'm so confused that I'll just have to quote John
Ashcroft who offered an eloquent alternative to
"no comment" regarding poor Jesse's mess on
the Larry King Live Show: "This is a matter
between the Reverend and God, who ultimate-
ly is the one that we all answer to."
Hallelujah!




it. You read it.
Celine S ThQuWzts:
Doesn't anyone else find it
strange that the people run-
ning our country are lying,
cheating, blow-job-in-the-
Oval-office-receiving, and
crooks who have the most
flimsy moral standard ever?
If politicians are supposed to
be role models, well they are certainly giving
us all a lot of leeway!
Q3: No, People should find their own role
models wherever they want. After all, we have
separated church and state. Imagine"what it
would be like if politicians were imposed OD
people as role models in such a diverse place as
New York City! What a mess! .
Q2: This scandal has been sooo downplayed!
The public got desensitized after Clinton, so
this. time it is no big deal. Besides, people think
sex is scandalous, but children aren't for some
reason... as if there was no relation.
QI: Jesse Jackson is always
yelling about other people and sticking his nose
where it doesn't belong. He and the other one.
what's his name? Sharpton. Well, now that he
has his own mess to deal with, it's only fair.










Ql: Really, it's no one's busi-
ness. What Jesse Jackson does
in his private life has no effect
on politics. The same thing goes for Clinton.
Everyone makes mistakes.
Q2: Definitely. Since the president had a big
sexual scandal, anyone after him will not cause
as much of a ruckus. So yes, Clinton kind of
cleared the way for everyone else.
•
Q3: They are role models because they are in
the public eye.
QI: I don't know who he is-
I just came here from China
recently. However, if he is a leader doing some-
thing like that. it is a bad influence on the pub-
lic, If he is good at his job though, its OK.
Q2: Yes, people are now desensitized to scan-
dal.
Q3: Yes they do - more than athletes or actors.
Inspirational leaders must lead by example.
Actions speak. louder thanwords.
Q3: They already are! But what they do in pri-
vate doesn't affect the job they do. I don't care,
because it doesn't affect my life!
Q2' No, there is no relation between the two.
Since Jesse Jackson is a spiritual leader, the
offence is worse. Since Jackson represents
Black America and is one of our spokesmen,
his failure reflects negatively on us, making us
look like hypocrites. Clinton had no moral
obligation. only an obligation to represent
America internationally.
Q I : Even though I think it
was totally wrong of Jesse
Jackson to have a child out of wedlock and
keep it a secret, black people should not give
up their faith in the man and his important
mission. We should be supportive.
Q3: Personally, I don't believe in role models,
because in general, people have a tendency to
fail. This doesn't mean that they are bad
though. I see politicians for what they want to
get done policy-wise, and hold them account-
able for that.
The Roving
You think it. We write




Q1: First of all, I consider
Jesse Jackson more of a
politician than a spiritual
leader. However, he is a Christian - a man of
God - as well. As such, I'm disappointed in
him. Even before I came to the US I knew of
him as a man who stood up for the rights of
black people. taking over where Martin Luther
King Jr. left off. He should have identified this
woman as the embodiment of the devil...a
trap ... and avoided it Since he is an old man, he
can't really blame youthful passion either. It
was a bad mistake; he should have known bet-
ter.
Q3: Sure, if you expect people to follow, it is
essential to establish trust and let them know
that your statements aren't just hollow promis-
es.
QI: It's bad for leaders to
keep secrets Iike that because
It makes make people less likely to follow
them. When you become a leader. you forsake
your personal life. A secret child isn't that bad
though - he could have been found with a
bunch of hookers or sornething.v.
Q2: I think this was totally different since Jesse
Jackson is more ofa role model as a Civil rights
leader as opposed to Clinton, who was a pure
politician. His Republican enemies blew the
Clinton scandal OIJt of proportion, but Jesse
Jackson's blew over quietly because he is
respected by the community.
Q3: Do politicians and spiritual leaders have a
moral duty to be role models?
Q2: I don't think so. Clinton has a record of
womanizing; we know that about him, so that
was no surprise. Regarding Jesse Jackson. we
have never heard anything to that extent. He
betrayed us.
Q2: Do you think that the enormity of the
Clinton/Lewinsky scandal prepared Americans
for this one by heightening our tolerance?
The Questions:
Q 1: What do you think about Rev. Jesse
Jackson, a spiritual and political leader, having
secretly fathered an itlegitimate child?
By Celine Ruben-Salaina
rovewithme@hotmail.com
Hi all! "Hope your break was fantastic A new
semester has started and I'm back to find out
what you think and let everyone else read about
it! This week's questions originate from a tasty
piece of news: Rev. Jesse Jackson's illegitimate
child ... Lets see what our fellow Baruchians
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in the North Pole. You are led to believe if you
can't disprove it then it must be true. Why
should people be forced to believe what others
believe in? Could it be because their fear of
exposure- and free thought? Or are we that
ignorant?
The reward ofgoing to heaven and the fear of
going to hell are just concepts used to frighten
people into following religious institutions.
Religious leaders paint their f a wonderful pic-
ture of reality for their followers, which
enables them to see their God as good, and
ignore such questions like "If God created
everything, then who created God?" Their
answer is, "Look around you, what more proof
'do you need?" Here's a hint, concrete evidence
might work.
They deny the cruel reality that if their God
who created the universe, then he must have
created pain and suffering, wars, drugs, dis-
eases, rape and torture. If this "God" were so
forgiving and good, why then would be send to
hell those who do not believe in him to hell? If
God loves you, why fear Him? I am sick aDd
tired of people being brainwashed by religion!
Sorry to burst your bubble, but ifyou believe in
religious institutions then you cannot call your-





"GOD IS NOT COMPLEX; HUMANS CRE-
ATED CO.MPLEXITIES TO JUSTIFY GOD"-S
EXISTENCE. "
Religions thrive on the ignorance. and weak-
ness of mind. The world's different religions
believe that they are the only "chosen ones,"
and any questioning, or doubting shows lack of
faith, resulting in "eternal damnation. ~~
Therefore, you must blindly follow an unrea-
sonable faith without question.
If you blindly believe in a religious institu-
tion, or you believe in God, then you might as
well believe in the existence of elves. fairies,
vampires, werewolves, unicorns, and yes even
Elvis. Well why not? If you can accept a reli-
gion that is solemnly based on irrationality and
ignorance like those supplied by Christianity,
Judaism, or Islam. then you must surely believe
in the tooth fairy.
In reality, religion is the "anti-truth" which
suppresses ,the truth wherever it can. Faith is a
tool, that religions use to protect themselves
against reason.-Reason and intelligence
requires thinking, logic. and most importantly,
EVIDENCE AND PROOF. Faith is irrational
and illogical for it does not require facts, evi-
dence, or proof. It is obvious mo~ people can-
not handle the harsh realities of life; religion is
their escape.
The Theory that there is a God is as scientif-
ically grounded as is the theory that Santa lives
tive services v•.hen they tum 18? Men are?
Ri~ht to bear arms- by making it too difficult
fOT law-abiding citizens to legally own guns
people will be unequally armed. Would some-
one try to rob a gun shop?
Abortion- I may not be pro-abortion, but I don't
think it should be illegal. What would you tell
a lady who is bearing the child of her rapist?
Gay ri2hts- isn't our country all about equal
rights? Shouldn't two people of the same sex
who choose to spend the rest of their lives
together through sickness and health have the
same rights and benefits as a heterosexual mar-
ried couple? But should this legalized union be
called "marriage?" The American Heritage
dictionary defines marriage as "the legal union
ofa man and women as husband and wife:'
Throughout the semester, I wish to address
some of these issues and many more issues like
these in greater: length. I also would like to pre-
sent a quote before each of my articles that I
find very fascinating.
After I wrote my article last semester "Truth
about Racial Profiling. " a professor asked me
what my goal is? Why do I write about touchy
subjects? I told him that all I want to do is have
a discussion with my readers. I tell them with
honesty how I feel about any topic I wish to
discuss and they tell me why they do or do not
agree with me.
What do I expect from my readers? I expect
you to be opinionated and I expect you not to
agree with me all the time. If you do and even
if you don't agree with me, I strongly urge you
to voice your opinion by sending me your com-
ments, or better yet, starting your own column.
Don't you ever wonder if you stand alone on
issues? Ifyou do. you 'can e-mail Franck or me
and we'll be glad to help get you started. The
Ticker distributes about 3,500 copies per
issuecthat is 3.500 people that will hear what
you have to say. Then you can truly ask your-
self" Do I stand alone?"
-F. Scott Fitzgerald
Welcome back to another nerve racking semester. I know we have just begun the semester, but
we can already predict the outcome because it is nothing but a repetitive cycle every year. I am
sure if you were not cutting class already that you have been stuck in one of those serpentine lines
that the guards have ingeniously created on the first floor of every building. Is it really that bad ?
You get to meet old classmates, interact with a few girls on PMS, and breathe the stench created
by a few dozen students who forgot what taking a bath means.
Nonetheless, our days seem to be moving as fast as we want or as slow as we desire. If you are
like me, then you create hectic situations out of the simplest circumstances. Hey, it is not that easy;
you need to be good in drama and understand the different stimuli which triggers different reac-
tions from your audience. Here I am talking like a b*tch. Lovely.
Let's get back to business here. enough of the nonsense. Well, I have not attacked or offended
anyone yet I think. that is a bad sign for the semester. All the anger is going to get bottled up and
I will attack the first f--k who looks like a target I could hit. But don't expect me to be writing in
every issue for Op-Eds, I have a very dedicated man with a lot of opinions to express to take my
place. Introducing for those of you who don't know him my good friend Menachem Green. I sug-
gest for the people who have not read anything of his to read some of his articles.
A question that has been frequently asked last semester was, "what does Op-eds stand for?"
Well, dear readers of mine. Op-Eds means opinionated editorials. What we do is give our opinions
on different issues and we expect you to read them and comment on them. That is what you are
supposed to do. -Read what the editors and writers write, and reply. Tell them if you agree or dis-
agree with their different points. But you are more likely to disagree with us. We expect all kind
of responses to what we put out for you to read. So, please bedazzle us by coming in with some-
thing interesting.
We believe that, the more people write, the more we can get the Op-Eds section to become the
plateau of discussion we have always wanted it to become. I know that some of you are thinking
about the amount of time that it would take you to complete a simple article. Well; I can tell from
experience that it does not take long at all to write an Op-Eds piece, especially when you are rag-
ing mad. Some of your comments may be offensive, truthful, false, immature and etc... but you
leave that for other people to judge. That is the beauty of this glorious section.
So, again get ready for a semester of exciting and interesting issues. Do not be afraid to send in
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"Either you think. or 'else others have to think
for you and take power from you, pervert and
discipline your natural tastes. civilize and ster-
ilize you."
Hi. Some of you may remember me from last
semester "The Truth About Racial Profiling,"
and "Women' Abuse too," etc. I am pleased to
have been asked by Franck (our op-eds /man-
aging editor) to become the new op-eds acting
editor. The reason why I first chose to write for
the Op-Eds is because I feel that the media does
not portray the truth anymore.
The media at times sends us false and mis-
leading information. I believe that the media is
not a source for news but a source for enter-
tainment and gossip. I do not want the media
to get away with sending out to all its viewers
and readers false messages. Our media is
obsessed with scandals and often creates the
news rather then report it.
The media couldn't care less that former pres-
ident Bill Clinton lied under oath. The only
reason why they even mentioned it was to bring
light to his affair. Which paper do you think.
would sell more copies, "PRESIDENT LIES
UNDER OATH,'~ or "'THE PRESIDENT
STAINES HIS INTERN'S DRESS?" When
the media reports a white cop who shot a black
man they report that the shooting may have
been biased. However, when they report a
white cop was shot by a' black man they never
speculate it to be biased. All I am trying to say
is that the media should not Be biased. They
should report the news as it is, not as they want
to see it.
I also have strong feelings about welfare,
women rights, our rights to bear arms, abortion,
and gay rights, etc.
WeJfare- should people who are working have
to pay for someone who is not?
Women riehts- women must be given equal
rights in every way, but does that mean only in .
cases where it's better for the women? Why Menachem Green
aren't women required to register for the selec-
The opinions expressed on the Op-Ed pages are those of the individual writers, and do not necessarily. re~resent the opinic:>ns o~ The 1!cker editorial sta~. ~eTicker accepts only
typewritten and signed opinion pieces of no more than 750 wor~s from Baruch ~ollegestud~ts. Publication of Op-Ed articl~ IS contmgent. upon~ editonal board vote. Le~ers
must be no more than 350 words, typewritten and signed. Unsigned letters will not be published. However, when appropnate, names will be WIthheld upc;>n request. Wnters
should provide day and evening telephone numbers. All submissions are subject to editing for space and clarity. Address all opinion pieces and letters to the Op-Eds editor.
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Spring Forward? Fall Back
"Spring forward, fall back" sounds more like Baruch s attempts at improving the lives of its students than
an old adage applied to the changing ofthe hours during daylight savings time.
As we enter another semester, students are faced with the same problems that never seem to go awQ)J. Even
when our esteemed institution tries to improve something that already works fairly well for us, it only blows
up in its face.
This only leads us to ask why change something if there is no problem with it? Why not actually focus on
problems that have been reported and are in need ofbeing fixed?
Perhaps the most annoying of these: problems--the transfer credit evaluations have caused nothing but
headachesfor all students who have either taken a class at another college or- those who have transferredfrom
another institution.
Although both students and the media, i. e. The TIcker, have been complaining about the transfer evaluation
problem, not much has been done to remedy the situation.
The speed at which the evaluations are made have causedmany students junior status and have delayed oth-
ers from graduating. The school thought, strangely, that enning the number ofevaluators from six to two was
a step forward
The evaluation. problem, along with long lines and crowded elevators, has become a norm for veteran 'stu-
dents. These problems can be expectedfrom the flagship ofCUNY. But being the flagship does not make a
college great, since Baruch is still riddled with problems that should not be found at such a place ofhigher
learning.
The fact that the majority ofthe faculty consists ofadjunct orpart-time professors 'only serves to undermine
the education ofthe students, seeing as how these professors do not have steady office hours and they are usu-
ally hired the first week ofthe semester.
But this is only the icing on the cake, since Baruch believes that all ofour problems will be automatically
solved once we have moved into the new Academic Complex.
Our problems taken care of How could this be ifthe move to the new building itselfhas caused other prob-
lems to arise?
It seems like there will be problems this year with summer school, since we will be losing our leases on the
360 Park Avenue South building and the 18th street building. Where will students wishing to take summer
classes be alJle to learn?
Perhaps the Promised Land will take away all ofour problems once we have gotten there. All transfer eval-
uations will be taken care of immediately and the majority of the faculty will have their own offices and will
not have to work a secondjob in order to make ends meet. As for the students? We can only hope that our new
building has bathrooms stocked with toilet paper and soap.
A new semester has begun but many have realized that it is just the beginning ofanother semester that will
undoubtedly be just like any other. •
The semester officially began on the 29'h ofJanuary, yet the headaches were already in place at the start of
December.
With the beginning ofa New Year and a new millennium, our esteemed institution had decided on improv-
ing our registration methods by replacing our old registration phone line with a new one, one that promises
to alleviate, most ifnot all of our present problems.
The students had been alerted through the Spring 200J Bulletin that the telephone number for the Baruch
Online Student System was to be changed after December 26 to 327-0029.
Students registering before that date did not have to worry about this problem, as they were to call the
already familiar 802-2677. As far as the school was concerned they had come away with a brilliant idea and
no discernable problems.
Unfortunately for the students, the lack ofplanning or perhaps the lack ofcommunication or perhaps a lack
of common sense cost many undergrads their classes for the spring semester. The pounding at the temples
began.
The new phone line was a bust and students who had been instructed to call this number were only led into
further confusion. After several attempts to register, many students gave up and left their predicaments to some
higher power. -
Mid-way through January the "higher power", the registrars office, sent out word that the new phone line
was to be ignored and students should:continue to use the old number. The pounding at the temples intensi-
fied.
As for those who were not affected by the phone problem, the traditional first and second week gauntlet
awaited. It was a return to the long lines, the packed elevators and the bookstore fleecing.
But perhaps we should look upon these nuisances as ancient rituals that will soon be a thing of the past.
With the beginning ofa New Year and a new millennium, our esteemed institution has decided on improving
our lives as students by giving us a new building that promises to alleviate our present problems. The build-
ing is scheduled to open this fall.
Does this soundfami/iar?
"Be ready to quickly change again and again, "
Sorry, Wrong Number
'" . "',. .. - .. . . .
- Spencer Johnson, M.D.,
Author of "Who Moved My Cheese?", a self-improvement book
-
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JBL hopes their events w ill narrow the gap
between Baruch students and those of more
prestigious schools:
Baruch students are on average both bright
and motivated; however, they lack the polish
and the networking skills that students from
other schools have. The JBL board's desire is
to elevate their fellow Baruchians and place
them on par with their peers at other schools.
JBL's board consists of seven ambitious entre-
preneurial spirits. all of \\I hich speak at least
two languages.
"Only one of our board members was born
in America. so we all pretty much came here
to succeed:' comments Youssefian. The JBL
board embodies the diversity of the school;





Members of JBL at thier office, located on
the 8th. floor of the 22nd. street building.
(PhotolEliad Youssefian)
At Left: The Federal Reserve Chairman Alan
Greenspan's doing over the past twelve years.
Mr. Greenspan has fine-tuned the art of reign·
ing the economy through rate cuts and hikes.
In the past several years. however, he was
given some negative publicity for his actions.
Most recently~he cut rates by 100 basis points
over a one month period.
(Thursday)
Will you be at the
-Internship fair? It
won't be fair if you're
not there...
Sign up at the Career
Development Center




151 £ 25th St., Conference
Genter, 7th floor
particularly conducive to networking; often
students complain that it is hard to meet others
in the school. In an effort to include all stu-
dents, JBL has developed events that are suit-
able for both day and night time students, One
of the new events is a
biweekly, offcampus net-
working event, which
will be held on Thursday
evenings. (See "Event
Calendar" in the Features
section for more inforrna-
tion).
At these meetings, stu-
dents have the opportunity to network with
other students, professors, and business pro-
fessionals. They provide a setting for students
to learn and practice networking skills.
"Even though I have done quite a bit of
networking, it is still scary to walk up to a per-
fect stranger and start talking to him or her,
however, ] know that it is something that I am
going to have to do, and need to practice," said
Witold Siwanowicz. JBL officers will be in
attendance at all events to break the ice in the
networking process by welcoming all and
making introductions.
Many business- schools offer etasses in net-
working, but not Baruch. "Both NYU and
Columbia have a tradition of Cocktail
Networking Events in their business schools.
so we tho ugh Baruch should too," said Hadas
BenOr, secretary of JBL And why shouldn't
we? Although Baruch is not an Ivy League
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By Celine Ruben-Salama
Acting Copy Editor
Jewish Business Leaders. the Business
Networking Club that started last semester,
had its first event on
Thursday, February 8, 2001.
It was the first of a trade-
marked series entitled
"Lunch with a Professor:'
E\eJ)' other Thursday, JBL
will host this lunch event
where students. are invited
to mingle and network in an
informal setting with invited professors and
faculty.
"To begin with, the events are going to be by
invitation only, but our long term goal is that
the Thursday 'Lunch with a Professor'
becomes an institution in the school that both
professors and students look forward to.
Hopefully. it will continue long after we have
graduated," said Eliad Youssefian, president
of the club.
"It's a fact that networking is the key to busi-
ness success." pointed out Marc Benathen,
JBL's Vice-president. "It is important to get
into the habit of meeting and keeping in touch
with people in the business community since
knowing a lot of people is a huge Intangible
asset." The board of JBL feels that Baruch
Co!lege is essentially lacking a serious busi-
ness networking forum for all students, and
aspires to fill that void.
Since Baruch is a commuter school, it is not
--------- -- -- - -- ---
Editors Thoughts
Who Moved A{l- Cheese ')
By Spencer Johnson. M.D
# 1on me New YorkTimes best-sellerlist tor 100+
week.. and counting.
Over the January break. I read a highly lauded. ..
business book that focuses on how to cope with
life's everyday difficulties. I gamed tremendous
amounts of wisdom from this book and I'd like to
share its contents with you. in hopes ofyour prof-
iting from it as well
Who Moved My Cheese? involves four charac-
ters. two mice and two humans, the hwnans are
the same size as the mice. The setting is a maze
that contains several hidden areas with cheese.
Both the miniature humans and mice want, and
need the cheese for survival.
I should mention now that this book is an alle-
gorical depiction of our lives; cheese in the book
represents whatever makes you happy: a success-
ful career, an efficient and loving marriage, etc.
The maze represents our surroundings and every-
thing in our lives.
At the book's opening, both the mice and humans
have cheese, but soon it runs out
Translation: Sometimes things happen in life that
make you unhappy, or the happiness you once had
ran out. Yourcareer may have taken a wrong tum
or perhaps you went through a bitter divorce, or it
could be more trivial. like just a bad day:'
When the cheese runs out in this story, the mice
scurry away into the maze to look for more. but the
humans sit behind, awestruck that their cheese is
gone. They ponder how this could have happened.
They ruminate for days on end and finally, stub-
bornly unbelieving ofthier fate. decide it's impos-
SIble: The cheese is not realTygone iCs only their .
imagination. They walk circles, thinking the
cheese might show up somehow. Naturally. it
never does.
Unlike the mi~ the hwnans can not accept that
their cheese, ()f "happiness," is gone. and wait a
long time before taking action that would lead
them to new cheese. They nearly starve to death
until one day. one of the humans decides to ven-ture out of his comfortable, but now cheese-l ss L-. ----I
surroundings, to search for more cheese.
During his journey, he comes to great realiza-
tions.. and writes them on 'the v.'allsat every turn 0
the maze, hoping his friend will someday, before
dying of starvation, look for new cheese himself.
The roadmap is :mtten to help the journey. It read
as follows:
Change Happens
They Keep Moving the Cheese
("They" is anyone or anything)
Anticipate Change
Get Ready for the Cheese to Move
Monitor Change
Smell the Cheese Often So You Know When It Is
Getting Old
Adapt to Change Quickly
The Quicker You Let Go ofOld Cheese. The
Sooner You Can Enjoy New Cheese
Change
Move with the Cheese
Enjoy Change!
Savor the Adventure and the Taste ofNew
Cheese!
Be Ready to Q~ickly Change Again and Again
They Keep Moving the Cheese
This book aims to teach: how to adaI>! without
fear, manage regret or remorse; enjoy change; and
how to succeed through goal-setting.
This Weltanschauung that is expressed within
this book is useful to anyone regardless of age,
gender, race, qr nationality. TIle ideas can help at
any stage in life.
Personally, I've learned a ton from this book, like
how to better manage my reflective nature, and
how to curb some more my "part-time" hopeless
romanticism that took up so much time.
Perhaps mt>St importantly, I've learned to delay








"If we must die, let it not be like hogs
Hunted and penned in an inglorious spot
If we must die, oh let us nobly die,
So that our precious blood may not be shed in
vam
Though far outnumbered let us show us brave.
And for their thousand blows deal one death-
blow!
Like men we'll face the murderous. cowardly
pack;
Pressed to the wall, dying, but fighting back!"
("If We Must Die"by Claude McKay)
And he did just that, he died while fighting--'
back. See he didn't succumb but rather fought
till the very end and is now resting peacefully
and free. Like the man)' freedom fighters, rev-
olutionaries and liberation seekers, past and
present, across the warld, from the west coast
and Midwest of the Amerikkka, to the rice
fields of China and the farmland of the Vietnam
and the schoolyards of South Africa, and even
the writer of this column, would rather die
fighting for freedom than live like a dog. Even
dogs have their day, when will yours?
other at spots that itch and even chimpanzees
groom each other and remove external para-
sites. thorns and such things from each other?
Researchers say that these can be considered
acts of altruism. Charity and fundraising are
also common means of extending help to peo-
ple. making them additional dimensions of
altruism.
I truly believe that tile performance of altru-
istic acts confers inner pleasures that many
other things cannot match. It is something
more than pure and simple kindness. It brings
people closer to each other and it teaches them
to appreciate and relish what they already have.
It also shows compassion towards those who
lack the rudimentary necessities of life.
After being persuaded by a friend. I donated
blood just last year to a person who was in dire
need of a blood type that matched mine. I will
not deny how appalled I was at the very
thought of donating blood. as I am deathly
afraid of needles. After 1 finally accumulated
the strength to share this vital fluid of life. I was
Instantly overcome by a feeling of greatness
that surpassed all the other feelings I experi-
enced when I helIJed some~ ()Ut in the past.
Unlike the a\'erage person, I have always been
a fervent believer in he Iping others, in particu-
lar the destItute of SOclet~ - because I picture
m)- seif :n theIr sItuation jmd \\ onder ho...... I
..... OU!d cope WIth such a circumstance. One of
the o\errlding rcasons for mv desir~ to make a
~ -
lot at money In the future IS to help the less for-
tunate. espeCIally after bemg born myself into
one of the poorest natIons of the \'torId.
\\'hIle It IS true that not ever; one can become
\lother Teresa. v.e must also bear in mind that
every moment of our existence IS priceless and
helpIng others whIle ViC can is a veT) good




uncomprormsrng spirrt which challenged
authority and refused to succumb to the will of
the oppressive penal system, his time of three
years turned into five. which turned into ten,
which turned into fifteen. He, a week before
successfully ending hIS life. attempted to com-
mit suicide and at the hands of a private doctor
was released from care and pronounced stable
and ready for civilization. Meanwhile. his
form of civilization was a 6 x 8 foot cell. All
furniture was nailed. to the wall and his cell was,
secluded from other prisoners. He busied him-
self using the thread from his underwear, a q-
tip, and the bed-sheets creating two nooses.
Imagine knowing for at least a week that you
were gonna die but more importantly that you
were going to kill yourself When the week
was over, he proceeded to hang himself. Many
people would think that w as crazy and that his
oppressors got the best ofhim because he "took
the easy wa) out.'
Well in a lesson before dying, Hakeem
learned that:
Altruism a Virtue?
Altruism is a nob Ie virtue. The proverb "Do
unto others as you want others to do unto you"
is no doubt an excellent saying that represents
how we as humans are expected-Leo
act. Altruism is properly defined as. "concern
for the well-being of others with no concern for
one's own interest or advantage." The
American Heritage Dictionary definition runs
as follows: "unselfish concern for the welfare
of others."
Mother Teresa, one of the most eminent altru-
ists of the century and a role model for all altru-
ists; had dedicated her life towards helping the
sick and the needy and despite her tragic death,
she will be remembered for years to come.
Many human beings go out of their way to
perform fav ors for family, friends. acquain-
tances. and even strangers. Some people even
take it as far as risking their lives for others.
What can explain such behavior in the human
race? This form of self-sacrifice raises a lot of
debate betw een people of many different back-
grounds. Is it genetics or culture or just a com-
bination of both? Geneticists, psychologists,
and other research ers have their ow n set of
explanations for tile tenn altruism.
Reciprocity is a factor to consider v.hen one
IS recclvmg a fa\ or. In Simple v.ords. re1urning
a favor IS sometimes Important. I sa) some-
tImes beCause If. for mstance. I \\ould donate
some clothes to the Salvation Arm). I would
net expect them to pay me back in any wa). On
the other hand. If I \\ ere to save someone's lIfe
from an unfa\orable ext~rnal force. iikc an
attacker on the streets, then I think it \\ auld be
fair for me to expect some sort of gratItude in
return. Otherw ise, the person \'who mniall)
ga\c the t~n or might feel as if he or she was
used and taken advantage of.
AltruIsm IS not limIted to adults though. It
can eXIst in children as welL through such
thwgs like sharing: Perhaps we are trul~ blind
to the fact that there is even altruism among
animals Ha\ e ) ou ever seen cows lick each
.....~
":.::'
office. made him a symbol of black hope. with
blacks from around the way and the school of
hard knocks uniting \\ ith those from suburbia
and Harvard to embrace "the closest thing to a
black president." We finally made It yall. All
the efforts of the reformist middle class blacks
and their urban supporters have finally reaped
the benefits \I, e have a \\I hire Anglo-Saxon
protestant male who has adm itted to his overt
desire to be black by acting out with marijuana,
soul-food cravings, attending Baptist churches,
pia) ing a ke; Instrument In rhythm and blues.
and most importantly. the appeal that has thrust
Black men from the age of 19-35 Into the polit-
ical arena [he solicitation and receiving of fel-
latio :n the oval office! ~!!!! I believe our work
here IS done, w ouldnt ) ou? I mean this is no
need to challenge him nor his public relations
person on his appeal to the Black race and his
method of soliciting votes. there really is no
need to challenge him on his charitable choice
provision of the 1996 welfare reform that now
allows for religious discrimination when it
comes to aiding the financial and social needs
of others, for cutting back on health care, for
creating workfare, for damn near eliminating
section 8 and subsidized housing. No, there is
no need to question him on any ofthat; after all,
he did bring black people into the White House.
You know So nov. we should be happy. I mean
the last Uncle Tom on earth was unveiled In the
Clarence Thomas/Anita Hill trial There could-
n 't possibly be another, could there'> I mean
Jesse Jackson can't be an Uncle Tom just
because he disgraced the entire A frican reli-
gious community \\ ith his extra-marital affairs
and hypocritical way s. on and off the pulpit. If
Bill can do it. Jesse can right? Oh and Collin
Powe ll. heE he's representing for the West-
Indians 01 this countrv, right' I mean that IS
\\ horn nc I:::. JoO!\.!rt~ out ror. ~or I .... h\.)m it is In
hI::; bcst mt.;:-~st :0 protect and sen'e, rIght') Oh
Zlnd Conde! Il.7d Rice. :,he can't help It that she
...,~;:J I)ut <';he ~le\l, ur in an all \\ hIre nelghbof-
:1O",,~ a rrodlll.·t .~t·her -:!:\ lronmt:nt \\e are th.:
nll'''1 ti'rgl\ In£, and cond:t1oned group of p~o­
pie \\ ;11.:11 :ire \\ e ~U!I1g to be tlr~d of t~rmnl!,
~ ~ ~
t;;..- ,.the:- l.i~CLk·) Wh~'1 uro: \'.;: gOing to sa) that
enough J::' trul\ ell0us..~ and ba..:k those thoughtc;;- ~ ~ -
~fl \\ Ith \tJi1l~ J.ctlono) ! anencied a Black
I i."t0r~ \!unth ev\..·nt "pcnsored b~ the .c\FI-
("10 Dlstnct COu:1cIl 3;_ 1hat nIght the~
_laanLJ tl) be the b(~t uni\.'n-a r~\ olutlonar.
Gilh)f1 [:~Llt trui, fou~ht 1'0:- the nghts uf the- ~ ~
pl..'l.)rk. rht: ke:-note ~peak~r \Ias ,i \I,oman
\\ ho h,td f)ee!1 fighting thi~ cnml nal injustice
S) 'terr. for ()\ er thlft) ) ~ars She;;: spoke of a
dIC:1t \\ ho:-oc fun~;-aJ she att~ljJcd ~arlJer in the
da: before arn\.lI1g In ;\e\\ York She s::lld her
dl-.:nL t bh.cem Oba. \.... as a man lIkened to
George Ja~k::-;on. a true CommunIst
R~vojU!lOnar) \\ ho Jled at the hands of hIS
orpre~sor In th~ clutches of the \el") s)stem he
adamantl: spoke out aga:nst At age 18. con-
\ lcted ofrobbmg a gas station for seven~ dol-
~ ~ *
lars. he \\as to spend the next ele\-en Years and
th~ rest of hIS lIfe m prison. with the walls of
Soledad Prl~lln ttl nunure hIm from a boy Into
a man. from a brother mto a mentor of the
unforgettahl) honorahle ··man-<.:hi Id" Jonathan
Jackson \\ho at age 17. dIed lfl an attempt to
free three Soledad prIsoners, armed and ready
for war.
At the age of 19. Hakeem and several of his
friends burglarized a local foodmart for a total
of 90 dollars and wound up in prison for three
years, While in prison, because he had an
: ,
• .. • ..: 0 ..- nd' . · .....
J Response
Ca
Peace and Blessings my people.
So it's 20Ot, the true beginning of the millen-
nium How docs it fed? Has every one recu-
perated from president-elect anxiety') Hp\\
about revenge of the Uncle Toms? I mean
crnon all of this is nothing riew V;e should he
used to this by now. w~ can honestly ,:,a) L'1a!
this feeling of nerVOUSilCS<;; that swept the
nation iii the Black community really has exist-
-ed SInce the announcement of the first president
of the United States When the Declaration of
Independence was signed and the Preamble of
the Constitution was scribed, we Africans
should have known then that we were dam ned
and condemned to a lift: of oppression. Really.
we should have know n. I mean can ) ou hon-
estly say that any president of this United
States of Amerikkka was out to help Africans
or people of color or even poor people of this
country? Despite any admittance 10 relation to
or relations with a member of the condemned
race. has anyone ever considered reforming
this political institution. let alone destroy ing It'?
I mean If we really think of it. hav mg us in an
inferior. or "less-fortunate- situation has helped
the. political career of many. Let's start w ith
this Abraham Lincoln fellow, he was deemed
the people's president of his day for the
Emancipation Proclamation. He ended the
War!l! All the soidiers could now go home and
stop fighting, hell he re-united the states Let's
talk about JFK. Durinz the 1960's Africans
~ .
across the country had three pictures hanging
on their wall for sure. Jesus. 1Ft-..:. and \.1LK
(For the revolutionaries It \" as Malcolm. Bob
Marley and possibly Martin) But yet, \,,, hat did
he really do for Africans') He was one of the
most popu lar presidents among the Black corn-
munity surpassed onl) b) Bill Clinton. whom
we \\11! act to later All of the Civil Rizhts k u -
- e ~
islation that he \\ a" so stronz lv back ins; and the
~ . -
Jl,;r1urc:ilik b~ha \ lOr 11.; \,\ as publ!d) JcncW1';-
mg, not ~)ne bIlL a<.:t 0:- (lm~nJment \\. a, P:i:->~I.:J
hdon: he (.lIed ~:' nU,)fo H j ,)hnso:l. , r',J.!:
::"C-ilCd 1(1 1 ! d~ar l!oo\l:r \\.:1" ,\CIUdll) tl1l.-
rreSIU-:f1! \\ hl~ pa...~cd the ('1\ iJ Rlgh:" legl~!c.­
t!or: ".tll\.. rcst a::-"UIC J h~ lllG "0 n\.)l \\ itl. It::.
"What's Dental Jam?"
cunlent ,1I:U J ..:lL.~:l pU-py,~ In !1' l!1J but r,.nne';
bec,1U~1.: lit the poi ni<.:al traJc,)ff" he L,'lI:d bef,-
-::tit Cr\.); n \ iost of th-: so-called rl;hts \\ e h.~\ c
toJa:. LJn:L i,dn~ "~I..:h Pl'litl\:3! ~L.1J':t)nS Oh!
hopt: nC)TH: ot ;- ou are "hod,,:d at thiS stail:ment.
_h ., J 1 I"
"Jc:n~ :rut t')1.: Ins an ~)ub allu c\cr:-ca) oena\-
;~)r {'f DOt Itlclan~ shoulJ be common ;"no\\ kJl:,c. ~
to J I] It -" iJ~ \..' .J. larga 1110re ~"', ten~ I \ ~ \ erSHW
ot I et'" \1~1-.: '\ ! k~ll One hand \1, ashes the
ottl~r. JrlC ::-,\) long as each man caI~ beneti~.
there I" flO llina 011 \\hal (<ill be pas~t:d In th,-,
S~Tlat:: ~ ()\,\ ,,\\e d!1 kno\\ ao\)ut ~ Ixon. Regan.
Bu~h. Bill Lind mm Bush agam Bill I::> nu dIf-
ferent from hI::> colkagues listed before J.nJ
after hIm He has done nothll1g for Bbcks but
gi\c them ;l false ~ense of IJentit\ and re-Intro-
~ -
duce:in ignorance \\t: ha\e supposedly educat-
ed ours~h es agaInst From the tJm~ he set foot
onto th~ Alack churches of AmerIca and late:-
into tht.: \Vhn.: House_ hlunt in one hand, sa" If'
the oth~r. Black man as hIS SIdekIck and Jes..;e
J.s hi" persona! contid:mt. BIl! had th~ upper
hand lk gaInl:d the Black \ ote of .\menca b-,
~ -
slmpl~ kedmg to us all of the stereotypcs v. ~
toug.ht agall1st onl) Instead of USIng It to dls-
tanc~ hlm~elf. !t broul.!.ht hIm closer Havmg
~ ~
rh~ thm.
enJoymg fned chIcken and the: occasIOnal bIg
Mac. smokmg marijuana and soliCiting fellatiO
from a) oung Intern on se\ eral occasions in his
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By David Martinez
nowthatwe have been exposed to his first
game ofbroadcasting, my, oh, my we have
learned that .even the genius that is Vince
McMahon can make a mistake.
The game and broadcasting was so bad,
that the Hitmen v. Outlaws game was
replaced shortly after the Outlaws made it
19-0 to th6' more exciting Enforcers v.
Rage game that was hosted by the tested
veteran team of Jim Ross and Jerry
Lawler. The difference was immediately
feh.
Second, those sideline reporters are
annoying. Again, a noble idea, but when a
coach is trying to call plays, don't inter-
rupt him. It just disrupts the flow of the
game. Maybe you can stand next to him
so we can hear what is being said, but
don't be annoying about interviewing
coaches.
. Penalties were everywhere. The teams
have to start settling down because with
the amount of penalties thrown in both
games on Saturday, the "pro" feeling of
the game just wasn't there.
. A personal gripe here (being that the
Hitmen are the home team); get us a good
quaterback! Three New YorklNew Jersey
quarterbacks played in one game, scoring
no touchdowns, and throwing 2 intercep-
tions. If you want the XFL to grow,
improve the New York team.
Traditionally, prime time Saturday is
considered a dead zone area for any TV
show. XFL posted a 10..3 with a 17 share
for there national NBC debut. That is
more than double what McMahon had
expected. Goes to show you should never
underestimate the genius of Vince
McMahon.
And to end the football news, the Bills
have hired Gregg Williams, the former
TenaesseeDefeasive Coor.dinator, as their -
new head coach. Please e-mail me ifyou
even care.
That's all for now. Tune in to the XFL
and give the boys a chance. I am sure you
won't be too dissappointed.
Next issue, thoughts on Jeter, A-Rod,
Mario Lemuiex, the Nets, Knicks and
others!
.... , . . . .. . ....,..... .
~··I'ID here for the cbeerleaders~' This:
.could be the first professional league.
where the football game is secondary to;
.the costumes of the cheerleaders.
'Photos courtesy ofcbsonline.com
• •• •••••• • ••• <"'" .. , •• '.". • .
Vegas Outlaws and the NY Hitmen was
broadcast by Minnesota Governor Jesse
Ventura( a former pro wrestler). He also
was inept in this capacity and showed little
knowledge of football. Not only did he say
nothing of importance, but he said it loud-
ly like an overstressed, backed up
drill sergeant.
If you did not notice, I am not the
biggest fan of the XFL. However, I must
admit, it has some interesting ideas. The
idea of eliminating the unexciting pre-
game coin-toss and having players run for
the ball was "decent" and the policy that
the winning team gets a bonus of $2500
for winning is better than the signing
bonus contracts in the NFL. The idea of
the nicknames on the back of the jersey is
unique, and that is always refreshing. My _
favorite so far is the running back of the
Las Vegas Outlaws, Rod Smart who has
"he hate me" on the back of his jersey.
_ The XFL is essentially xcessive garbage.
It has been described as a high
school game with Baywatch stars as cheer-
leaders and a over the· top
advertising campaign. With all this said, it
was a huge success on its opening week.
However, the important question is will it -
last now that the curiositv factor has been..
extinguished? - - - - -- - .
In actuality, the XFL is not what it claims
to be. There were less hits than an Al Gore
website and the quality of play was utterly
ridiculous. The players which consisted of
second tier football players and failed NFL
talents showcased nothing, but their cre-
ativeness in the art of trash talking. The
quarterback could..not complete a pass ,the
running backs were
awful and the game was boring. There
was a concerted effort by the XFL
organizers to showcase the
cheerleaders/commentators more than one
would think in a football game. Viewers
were treated to more silicon than
Hollywood movies and one- brilliant fan
held up a poster which read "I'm here
for the cheerleaders" This could be the
first professional league where the foot-
ball game is secondary to 'the costumes of
the cheerleaders.
The camera angle used to view the
action or inaction seemed to be what was
used in the Blair Witch Project. Viewers
had access to the quarterback huddles and
player banter that we regularly do not see
in the NFL. The XFL is strikingly similar
to the video game NFL blitz without the
hard nits. - The game is shown with the
endzone camera, just like most video
games: The first game between the Las .
;After a Giant Super Bowl disappointment, football fans have turned ~
to the XFL. Photos/courtesy ofCBSonline. com
. " .. . . . . .. . .. . . . _. . . '
there buddy). Enforcers game, we saw Hassan
Yes, all of the facts were ignored because Shamseed.-Deeo of the Orlando Rage
New York had something on its side that injure his shoulder, ending his season.
the Ravens didn't; destiny. So much for That's the kind ofchances the players and
that theory. Being outscored by 27 was the XFL is willing to make. They play fOr
the true Giant destiny all along. The fact the love ofthe game, as the league puts it.
of the matter is that both teams strolled Also, the hits made on the field during
into the Super Bowl red hot, and tile punts are excrutiating but totally fun to
Ravens were the only team there that had watch. The addition of forward motion
at least SOME talent to fall back on. The and the bump and run defense makes for
Giants just rode in, on a winning streak, good smash mouth action. I also love the
cruising their way to the Super Bowl at a fact that every extra point is decided in a
hundred fifty miles per hour, only to be play, not a free kick. The camera angles
met by the Great Wall of Baltimore, crash- are one of a kind and give you a- full inside
ing and burning on impact. I guess some- view of the game. Hell, the home team
times destiny isn't enough. players even make their own introductions
Sticking with the world of football, and talk trash during the game! The foot-
Vince McMano·o"s brand ofsmash mouth -batt even tookscoott The *F-L-does- have-
football made its long awaited debut. its unique qualities, no one will deny that.
With teams with such menacing names as The ideas are all there, and you understand
the Demons, or the Hitmen, you kind of what is trying to be done, but just like any
know what to expect. pet project, improvement can be made in
In my humble opinion, the XFL showed many areas.
a lot of promise, but there was also much . For starters, the idea of having Jesse
to be worked on. I mean, the replacement Ventura call your national tapings may
of the coin toss with a 20 yard scramble is have been great press, and may have been
totally appealing. The first scramble of a good idea in order to draw in some of
the season in the Orlando Rage v. Chicago McMahOBS loyal wrestling audience; but
This last weekend, the world was intro-
duced to the much advertised "new style
of football II the XFL. This new league
which consists of eight teams ranging
from the New York Hitmen(already on
bottom of the pile) to the Las Vegas
Outlaws created a buzz on the airwaves
and on the minds of sports fans.
The XFL which debut on Saturday
February 4 had very impressive ratings;
to be more precise, it had a T.V. rating of
10..3. This means more people watched the
XFL games more than the NFL Pro Bowl,
NHL All Star Game or the Knick/Heat
game which had a 10.3, 2.4 and 4.2 rating
respective ly. The logical question would -
be. why all this attention? This proves that
football is the most popular sport in the
U.S. and the brain trust of XFL which
include Vince Mcmahon of wrestling fame
are marketing geniuses. This brand of
football was advertised as the tough, hard
hitting, concussion inducing brand of foot-
ball geared towards the 12-24 age group,
which also happen to be the target market
of the WWF. With no fair catches, we
expected to see a lot of bone crushing hits
anti - - hard working trainers.
By K Jack
Contributing Writer
You have to love the New York City
Media. Every single sports reporter
bought in to the hype that was the Giants.
After a season of tongue-lashings and put
downs, everyone suddenly fell in love
with the "Giant Machine."
You had the Daily News, Newsday, The
Post, even The Times praising the Giants,
talking about how they overcame all
adversity to become one of the most per-
severing teams ever in history. Yes, that's
all fine and dandy, but guess where a lot of
that adversity came from. It doesn't take
a genius to know where to point that fin-
ger. Just read every paper since the begin-
ning of the 2000-2001 season that blatant-
ly went out of its way to make the Giants
lives difficult, and nearly cost Jim Fassel
(the newly crowned "Genius" of football)
his coaching job. Funny how quickly peo-
ple forget tbeir actions.
Even when the Giants won, they were
pushed into the back pages of the paper in
favor of articles on the losing Jets. The
Giants became the bastard step children of
New York. No matter what they did, they
got about as much respect as Rodney
Dangerfield.
Even entering the playoffs, no one gave
them the time ofday. Only until they were
able to take out the high octane powered
Minnesota Vikings did the New York
media decide to paint the town blue and
red. Suddenly, the Giants were no longer
ignored. They went from bastard
stepchild to the Christ child.. the destined
saviors ofNew York football.
But of course, no one took into account
that the Ravens probably have the most
dominating defense in- history. Led-by .
Ray Lewis and Rod Woodson, the
Ravens created a defensive line and asec-
ondary that rivaled any team ever. They
went without an offensive touchdown for
eight quarters and still managed to win on
defense alone.
They picked apart the Giants play after
play, even though the New York rnedia
had Kerry Collins pegged to be the next
Joe Montana (yah, nice 4 interceptions
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But all of this means nothing if the players
do not execute. The team has all the tools to
win CUNY! But this shall not be an easy
task as many teams are after Baruch's title,
and probably some
referees too, from the way that Baruch has
not been getting some calls.
But again, it will as always boil down to
who is the hungriest and who doesn't want to
go home the loser - in my eyes there is no
second place, just the loser and the winner. I
suggest that the team recalls
all the feelings it felt two years ago when it
lost in the CUNY championship and how
those feelings fueled the eventual comeback
win ofthe CUNY crown the
following year.
This just in... if Baruch puts that spherical
object into the rim justone more time than its
opponent, Baruch wins. Basketball has so
many nuances, but at its core, it is a vel)' sim- ~
pIe game - ,
LET'S GO STATESMEN! The team's next
game will be in the actual CUNY tournament
which wiII be held at City College. The
dates, time and :free tickets can be obtained
by calling Ralph Sirianni at (212) 387-1274
or going to room 708 ofthe 23rd street build-
ing. Come out and cheer on your defending
champs!
can deviate. Let me clarify, the team does
not consistently do what seems to be
working for them - if the post player is'
scoring with ease, keep giving her the ball.
Force the other team to adapt to you! By
deviation I simply mean that the girls run
to the spot on the floor that they practice
they should be during a play. For
instance, if I am supposed to set a screen
by the free-throw line, I would go. there,
BUT if the person who is guarding my
teammate is not standing by the free-
throw line, I would deviate and go find
herJhim and STILL set that screen.
It is my opinion that these little things
would make this team a much better team.
The girls obviously get along - a luxury in
sports - but they must learn to play togeth-
erand "trust" one another. The great thing
is that the team has 110 seniors so it can
only continue to grow together!
The CUNYs are here and I have to say
that one never knows what can happen in
any game of basketball - it is why I love
this sport. A player could get hurt and
change the complexion of the game, a
'player can get in that "zone" where scor-
ing seems so effortless or a team can sud-
denly play stifling defense and win when
it wasn't supposed to. I always root for
the underdog - Don't you?
defensive prowess and ability to slither
through any defense have been the catalyst
once again for all the wins. The team truly
lies in Verzosa's hands.
So many players are contributing this year
in various ways: Peny Tsilogiannis has pro-
vided solid defense and occasional offensive
outbursts at key times; Don Gardner has
actually become more than just a defender, as
he has begun to knock down the 15 footer
and take the ball to rim; newcomer Jameek
Morris is fmally realizing that with his size
and ability he is a force to be reckoned with
on both sides of the court; Ernie Capello is
calming down and letting the game come to
him which makes him a much better player;
and John Alesi has stepped up his aggres-
siveness and has began to shoot the ball with
consistency.
The issue of consistency is really Baruch's
main problem. The team will playa beauti-
ful half ofbasketball and then falter for a few
crucial minutes or play lousy defense one
game and superb the next. This is the home
stretch.. _there is no room for errors!!
The coaching staff is also using "shock
troops" to wear th.e opponent down.
Essentially, the coaching staff realized that it
had talent on the bench and is now going
about nine or ten deep, a style that Rankis
has strayed away from. Rankis uses this
players like a much needed shot in the arm.
The "shock troops" change the tempo of the
game, cause havoc and immobilze the
enemy for a couple of minutes and then the
starters come back and provide the knockout
punch.
Despite the fact that the women's bas-
ketball team has lost five of the last five
games, the team has actually improved a
great deal since last year. The team has
actually more than doubled its entire win
total from last year with its 5-15 overall
record! And there have been games this
year that the team could have actually won
were it not for bad decisions or poor exe-
cution - this is not something that could
have been said about last year's team.
So yeah, if you are fixated on numbers,
the team is last in its conference with its 1-
9 record, the one win coming against
Medgar Evers. As a spectatorThe Medgar
Evers game truly showed me how much
this team has improved and how good this
team can be when it plays in sync. The
team broke the press with ease, got great
play from all the starters and bench play-
ers. The team was ~Iocking shots and
vel)' vocal. This is a contrast to some of
the' other games where the team was tied
or trailing by by a few points at half time
and then seemed to give up. An aspect of
baskefball is truly believing that you can
win even when everyone says you can't.
Two criticisms I have with the women'
basketball team are that they do not take
'"advantages of the mismatches and they do
not seem to understand, all the time, that
because the coach is calling a set play they
: .: ~~:.....~
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er of the week, Dave Thomas (17 pts and 8
rebs per game),' has been crucial. _Thomas
has allowed the Statesmen to quite literary
boast. about an inside game! Lou Penta has
led CUNY in rebounds with 12 per game,
chipped in ten points per game and nearly
Coach Ray Rankis (I) and senior center Dave
Thomas (r) hold the CUNYAC championship
trophy last year. The Statesmen defeated
York by a mere two points in the champi-
onship game to earn their first ever CUNYAC
~ -
trophy. The team hopes to finish in first
place and become one of the few CUNY
teams to ever become repeat champions!
(PhotolBaruch Press)
four assists per game. Oliver Verzosa has
been the stable point guard that coach Rankis
has always known he could be. Verzosa's
leadership,
REPEAT CI-IAMPS? THE HOUR IS NEAR!
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM DOUBLES THE NUMBER OF GAMES IT WON LAST YEAR
The school break has been a very busy one
for the Baruch men's basketball team. The
men's team had a 3-3 overall record before
the break. During the break the 'Statesmen
have gone a very impressive 10-5, losing
only two conference games to John Jay and
(70-72) and Hunter (74-80) and bringing the
overall record up to 13-8.
The Statesmen even went on a five game
winning streak defeating York (62-60); Mt.
St. Vincent (73-64); Massachusetts
Pharmacy (74-62); New York City Tech (78-
65): and Lehman (77-70). The Statesmen
have shown real poise and pride especially
after losing two games in a row in the
Montclair State Tourney. Those two losses
began the process of rededicating and refo-
cusing the players for the "real" games in the
remainder of the season. The coaching staff
reminded
the team that the only games that mattered
were CUNY .games and more importantly,
conference games. Since that point the team
won six of its next eight conference games as
of this writing.
The important thing is that the Statesmen
are now in fITSt place in the North division,
ahead of John Jay by a mere game. At press
time, the Statesmen
have to win the remainder of their games
against Staten Island, Brooklyn and CCNY
to finish in first place. The' reason.first place
is so important is that it will allow the
Statesmen to get a bye and then play an
arguably weaker team in the second round.
So what has Baruch's secret been? The stel-
lar play of center and two-time ECAC play-
Newcomer point guard, Jamees Wright, bringing up the ball against pressure.




human, enough hope to make you happy.
I
Always put yourself in others' shoes. If you feel·
that it hurts' you, it probably hurts the other per-
son, too.
The happiest of people don'tnecessarily have the
best of everything; they just make the most of
everything that comes along their way.
Happiness lives for those who cry, those who
hurt, those who have searched, and those who-
have tried, for only they can appreciate the
importance of people who have touched their
lives.
Love begins with a smile, grows with a kiss and
Ends with a tear. The brightest future will always
be based on a forgotten past, you can't go on
When you were born, you were crying and
everyone around you was smiling. live your life
So, that ,When y~u_ die, you're the ~ne who is
smiHng And everyone around you is crying.
well in life until you let go of your past failures
and heartaches.
Please send this message to those people who
mean something to you, to those who have
Touched your life in one way or another, to those
who Make you smile when you really need it, to
those that make you see the brighter side of
thi ngs when youare really down, to those who
you want to let them know that you appreciate
their friendship. And if you don't, don't worry,
nothing bad will happen to you, you will just
miss out on the oppor1unity to brighten some-
one's day with this message.
Maybe God wants us to meet a few wrong peo-
ple before meeting the right one so that when we
finally meet the right person. we will know howto
be grateful for that gift.
When the door of ha'ppiness closes, another
------opens, but often times we look so long at the
closed door that we don't see the one which has
been opened for us.
The best kind of friend is the kind you can sit on
a porch and swing with, never say a word,' and
then walk away feeling like it was the best con-
versation you've ever had.
It's true that we don't know what we've got until
we lose it, but it's also true that we don't know
what we've been missing until it arrives.
Giving someone all your love is never an assur-
ance that they'll love you back! Don:'t expect love
in return; just wait for it to grow in their heart but
if it doesn't, be content it grew in yours. -
Don't go for tooks; they can deceive. Don't go for
wealth;.even.that taoes away., Go.for somecne
who makes you smile because it takes on~y A
smile to make a dark day seem bright. Find the
One that makes your heart smile.
There are moments in life when youMiss som
one so much that you just want to pick them
From your dreams and hug them for real!
Ti tie: FWD: Love Letter . . . . . .. . .M~j vi nG Tho ught",
The "Diamond in the Rough" of Useless E-Mai I
•
,
It takes only a minute to get a crush on someone, an
hour to like someone, and a day to love someone, but it
takes a lifetime to forget someone.
Dream what you want to dream; go where you
want to go; be what you want to be, because you
have only one Iife and one chance to do all the
things you want to do. May you have enough
happiness to make you sweet, enough trials to
make yo.u strong, enough sorrow to keep you
LIBRA (Sepl23-0ct 23). If confusing.options CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19). Be intrigued
are not worth researching or studying, folk>w a b)' others, and others wtU find you- intriguing. A
friend's recommendation instead. An emptoyer is change of pace at the office stimulates you to do
impressed byyour deditation. but that is no rea-. your most creative worle. Make a financial contri-
sonto putwork before,everything else! Strive for . bution to aworthy cause for even more luck. Diet
balance. and exercise are favored.
babblings to the editors of the Asylum and they
will print it. It is amazing enough to me that I
have consistently been able to have my writings
in every issue even if I attack the editors of the
very paper I write for. I thank the editors for at
least being real to the readers in that sense. Well,
that is as sentimental as you will see Tribulation
become this semester, because I do vow to take
war on all who dare feel my wrath! So prepare
yourselves. Remember, this is not the news; irs
just the truth. Peace!
CAN CER (June 22-July 22). You have a rather
emotional reaction to seemingly innocuous news
-- jealousy teaches you whatyou reatly want out
of life. Check backgrounds and cred~ntials thor-
OUghly before entrusting your heart or money to
a stranger.
The only way the stu-:
.dents will be heard is
if YOU speak up. YOU
need to take it upon
yourself to open your
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By Tribulation - Contributing Writer
I'd Iike to extend to my children a warm a~pecial welcome to walk by the President of
back to anotherexcnmg semester of Inoutanon's Asyum. For the school, or some other
those of you who have come to know me and love me - ti·16 feel- necessary member of our
1ngs are mutual. For those of you that have come to know me staff, ask him orher whether
and hate me, aga1n - the feelings are mutual. Fnally for those of you need to ,,!orry about
you who are reading this for the first time - get ready for l~e ride smelling like hot ass after-
leaving the restroom,' or
of your life. because Tribulation never holds back from any- "
whether you may become
thing, You may remember last year's long and troubling sernes- .hot ashes after splashing to
ter when, through my impeccable journal.sue sls1JJS, I uncovered your doom, once the new
.the truth behiod Dave Martinez's hardships with homosexualitv building opens its doors.
.and Jeff Belsky's pornography fetish. Along with those amazing. I don't know what else to
niscovenes and heartfeH stories I have also openly spoken about expect from tbis school.
the orob'ems within the Baruch community, especiany the They only thing that I can
important issues behind the nonsense that we call faculty, certainly 'promise is that I
The new semester always brings about a feel- will 'continue to write,
ing of nausea to any student of Baruch, but the because the bullshit that we experience in this
most sickening aspect about the new school school, on a day to day basis, is not going to
semester is that nothing still seems to be stop. You can also expect that I will do every-
improved. The bathrooms still smell like shit thing and anything in my powers to bring to you
The elevators are still inefficient and the same the highest quality product that the Op-Eds sec-
snotty-ass personalities are giving students heart tion of this newspaper has to offer. The only way
murmurs in the registrar's offjce:--If I didn't have the students will be heard is if YO U speak up.
a middle finger and didn't know what to do with YOU need to take it upon yourself to open your
it, then I wouldn't know what else to revert to in mouth and take a stand. Send all your crappy
.....................................
such cases. As the situation may be for many
other students, I happen to go to summer
school, because t like to be a loser and have no
summer life. But apparently there will be no
summer school in Baruch for this summer
semester, with the exception of' those who
absolutely need it for graduation purposes.. Now
I will have to take credits with the rest of the 'low-
lifes in Hunter College, or some other shitty
institution of higher knowledge. This new build-
ing is already pissing me off and it is not even
open yet! AmI the only one th.atthinks the buil.d- .
ing will not be ready in time for next faU? Most
likely it will open in time, but I don't know about
how safe the building will be. Will the bathrooms
smell like potpourri, and will we have a janitori-
al staff that will keep them smelling like fresh
flowers? Are there going to be disposable
seat covers available for students to take a dump
in sanitary conditions? Are the elevators going to
work and not crash down ten flights to the hor-
rid surprise of the fifteen or so students squished
into the deaf-box? These are the questions that
we need answered. So the next time you happen
HOROSCOPE-for entertainment use only
ARI ES (March 21-April 19). Love can happen
,by accident you may 'get someone else's m~1
mistakenly. or take someone's parking place, and
it's instant attraction! Adjust y~r .financial pian




.GEM:lNI (May 21-June_L1). What seemsHke a .VJR~P. (~g. }~§ep~. 2~).. ~~Q,ppinio.~. SAGlTTARIUS (Nov. 2l-Dec., 21). If you have PISeES (Feb.-19-March 2O)..f~ial exp~
'dfasi~steP fu··otherS·~Y ·tie'i~t··theihitig·tOf m~'you:'sexy to a secret admirer. Just-be,pre:- tt\e"sneakingsuspiclon that yoo. can imPrOve' ' are not'right aU tb8' tiine~ so'm3ke'uSe of addi-
:.yri'~~, ~~. in" 'matttQ~of r_ :~ing,.. pared' to .baCk Up yow:·arguments~·. fAeRdsbiPs your: l.if~~: are right ~ate yoo~lf ~~ a tional sources ofi~ Apotential sweet-
..,.t¥i~·.·~·sUre,ta.abide.:bJ;,~.·YoUr new require.Yoo.~ be as'diplOinatiC'as-]JO$Sibf~~ uselesS romantic tangle. Cut unhealthy··foods heart doesn' care'fDv,mtJCh money.you make,
,ai£.· oi.:·self:.co'1fideOOLat1facts·. amrnrers by-the ...wtliIe.lies..Will come back to .haW1t.¥OU. Singles. .fr~' your.~dtet - you cootG be. allergic to. toxit so don't bOng it up.. Tonrght i~ a.-good.time· to put
score: Keep it up! meet new prospects at the store. people, as well! new rules into effect.
lAMRUS (April' 2O:"May ,29). ~'.oney from a LEO(JtJly 23-Aug. 22). Prevent a faux pas by' SCORPIO (OCt 24-Ntw.Z1}.-An UfJhilt climb is AQUARI~S (Jan. 20-feb. 18). You have awin-
-secret sOurce .cauidsaVe :the~ daY: PRone calfs doing research -before meetings ...;. ~ social warthtb&effort Famitymembers sometimes take . ning pitch and coufd tle the. top sales person,
and Qthers tOriYiSof reaChii1g.:o,li.~~~hwhiJe~ .. one5!.: it "fs;· essential to distillguish the 'time-yi)ar mneJ(w'granted~ .1iut-th!Y wilt-be reminded,' . especially if you make ,art effort to· ecterId your
. ttioUgtt you:~ ~·OQf.• see ·imritediat~:;(eSUl~·. jfl~~:~~twiB-])ting,'mornsfromthose ,of'how,dear· you are to·thent:_ you are 'no-- '. ~ and broaden your aim. Emotional appeals '
.:BeIie¥e in' the::_eSS. 6t~~ty•.Peopia~. that,_it,..'l"ha·$tais favor mental' work, ingemJ- fOllUBf it:fuejr beck Md caI,~<,ttt.them adjuSt ~ are more effectiva tt:aan.-C01d; hard' tam. .Gel into























gifted artists of our school to place some of their
fabulous sketches. The Asylum has been conse-
crated with Francis Li's work for this issue.
Finally, we have a look at the talent behind the
movie, Enemy At the Gates. Jessica Rubenstein
had the pleasure of meeting with the stars and
the director of the major motion film and their
views are here to be shared between all of us.
Plus much, much more.
In conclusion we want to welcome everyone
back to school. Good luck on what hopefulty will
be a very productive semester. Again, we are
encouraging anyone with an interest in writing to
contact any of the editors of the Ticker. We are
always searching for more, rich talent to accent
our staff. Your comments are also of extreme
importance to us, so send an e-mail regarding
any of the articles that have touch you in anyNay,
good or bad. Oh yeah, fur t/lose ofyou-wfw tel-,
. . . .
ebrate it, Happy Valentine's Day. Laterz!
10 things I hate about you,
slipknot "welcome to, our neighborhood
...viGer). r.eVLav~.S.
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Well, here we qo again. We're back for anoth-
erexciting semester here at the grandiose Baruch
College. What else can be more invigorating? We
are embarking on just the beginning of some
major changes that will be occurring to ourwon-
derful school. The anti cipation of ~t is ahead
is certainly itching 'our curiosity. Although
change is sometimes great and necessary, you
can still count on your Asylum. The excitement
we' have been bringing you will not cease, and
you can definitely continue to sit by Mason hall
every other Monday morning to anticipate the
arrival of your Asylum.
In this issue you will find that some things
never change. Tribulation has another shocking,
..... . .. but humorous'piece. There seems to be no tirnit
to his antics. We have reviews on upcoming
CD's and alook back at aclassic album. We have
al so pIaced a video-rentaI revi ew seetio n that
may help you to choose a movie that will be per-
fect for that late night cuddle date you have
pianned with that special someone. We have now
added a horoscope section and a hot e-rnaile
forward, There is also a new section for all the
flashback "guns n' roses
run dm c
seventeen
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f In judging a book by its cover, one would
believe that based on seeing these three girls
with pie cream on themselves, that Seventeen is
a fun band. Well, they are. Seventeen is a
Boston-based band composed of Jason Adams
(lead guitar, vocals), Jon Baird (guitar, vocals),
Chris Baird (bass, vocals), and Tony Mellace
'. (drums). Their sound is very pop/rock, With a
zany twist. "Newbury Window" is like a garage
band on surfboards, and "Big Gay Friend" is
noisy and annoying. Their signature sound
seems to be much distorted in the beginning,
and then muted chords during the choruses,
which get very boring after a while. "Porno
Getaway" has a'Very hooky and eyebrow-raising
"Their sound is.
unique, but it is a bit
of a struqqte to Jisten
to many of the tracks."
riff, which makes it the first and best track on the
CD.
"Fingerbang" IS one of the most catc~y tunes,
and very pun ky, while "Return to Disco
Mountain" reminds us why disco went the hell
"'away. "Captain Iito" sails smoothly, t,hanks to
the lead guitar work of Jason Adams, and some
crafty solos. "M()untains, Literally Mountains, of
Coke," talks abo ut cocaine and Freddy Prinze for
- reasons unkown
Their sound is unique, but it is a bit of astrug-
gle to listen to many of thetracks. Still, everyone
needs a little fun, and even if you don't find
Bikini Pie Fight! so catchy, at least one of those
sex:y girls on the cover will catch your eye.
Remember why Santana's comeback album,
Supernatural, sold millions of albums and won
him eight Grammy's? Irs because of the barrage
of guests on the album, including Rob Thomas,
Everlast, and Dave Matthews. Run DMC are on
the same label, and have followed the same for-
mula, with guests from rock, rap, and rap/rock.
Take the opening track, "Irs Over," featuring
Jermaine Dupri, which, over a choral piece of
"Marcia Religioso," originally used in The
Godfather III notifies everyone of Run-DMC's
return to rap, and of their achievements and con-
tributions to rap, such as being the first rae
group on MTV, and performing the first main-
stream rap/rock collaboration with Steven Tyler
and Joe Perry of Aerosmith on 'Walk This Way."
Note that Public Enemy and Anthrax collaborat-
ed first on "Bring tha Noize" when they toured
together, and later recorded it they will be cer-
tainy reminded.
On "Crown Royal," the Klngs of Rock again
continue with the bragging. Fred Durst guests on
"Them Girls," a track with afun and quirky beat,
and Kid Rock raps and plays guitar on the fuzzy
"The School of Old." Reverend Run, DMC, and
Jam Master Jay put a clever and interesting take
on the Steve Miller Band's "Take the Money and
Run." They changed the story of Billy Joe,
Bobble Sue, and Detective Billy Mack, to a
Hollis. Queens version with Gina, Butter Love,
and Spudy, and get Everlast, whose all-time
favonte album is Run-DMC's King of Rock, to
sing the chorus hook.
Other guest stars include Nas and Prodigy of
Mobb Deep (both Queens natives), Method Man,
Sugar Ray, and Third Eye Blind's Stephan
Jenkins, who wrote one of the first singles,
"Rock Show." Crown Royal might not sell 12
million- units like Supernatural, but irs a fine
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The nine masked men inVIte you for a glimp:>e into their world on Welcome To Our Neighborhood
istent" friend talks Rico Suave into paying Eddie
Vedder-clone to take Kat, the anti-Midol, on a
date. In this fashion, Rico believes he gets Alex
Mack, and Third Rock believes the same. Why,.
enher wants an ex-child star from a lame
NIckelodeon show is beyond me. Perhaps one
would be interested in Alanis Morissette instead.
The movie culminates atthe prom, in which all
the characters and the "nonexistent" ones con-
verge. Vedder-clone is on his all-expenses-paid
date, and Alex Mack ends up with Rico Suave
until she realizes that he is responsible for one of
the worst songs ever written. Alex then chooses
Third Rock instead. All RICO Suave gets out of
the deal IS a swift kick to the testicular area by
Alex Mack, which is supposed to be humorous
since the movie TELLS you so. Unless you are
one of those teeny-boppers, you will see it as
Just another occurrence In an overall sad movie.
Hopefully you have not lost too many brain cells
that effettany Important motor skills.
Vedder-clone delivers the line that IS the pur-
pose of the movie dunng the prom scene, which
IS "Don't let anyone make you feel like you don't
deserve what you want." The 12 seconds that
were used to deliver this message was the only
part of the movie that was utilized to ItS fullest
capacity, containing a good message for all that
are viewing. Unfortunately the movie could not
only be 12 seconds long, and thus the mon-
strosuy that IS 10 Things ... came to be.
The relevance of the movie's title IS seen close
to tne end of the movie. as Kat delivers a PMS-
Inspired 10 things... poem. Mldol could have
shortened the poem to 5 th-mgs at most. Most
characters close on a positive note: Third Rock
and Alex Mack end up together, as expected, and
share TV star memon es; Kat IS Introduced to
MIdol, which changes her mood drastically; and
Vedder-clone happily realizes that nis vocals are
as poor as the real Vedder's. Only RICO Suave
doesn't have a happy ending - nis recording
career IS long over and only has testicular
Injuries to show for his efforts throughout the
movie
At least forty brain cells have been Irrevocably
!ost from vlewmg thIS movie. The effects will
undoubtedly be felt as I age and find the need for
them. Irus movie is certainly not recommended
to anyone, as nunification of essential brain cells
IS detnmental to healthy tivinq.
by Michael Ferrarella
mikeferrarella@mindsprlng.com
Acting Arts Copy Editor
Vedder-clone and RI co Suave engage In an Intellectually .stimulating conversation In "10 Things..."
One day after moving, I am offered to Sit down
and watch a movie. After weighing the options
to unpack boxes or view a movie, I unfortunate-
ly chose the movie. The viewing displeasure IS
10 Things I Hate About You.
The main characters are Kat, a girl suffering
from chronic PMS; agrown-up Alex Mack from
Nickelodeon's The Secret World of Alex Mack, a
young Ecdie Vedder-clone; buffed-up RIco
Suave; and that kid from Third Rock From the
Sun. This IS one of those "teen movies" similar
to Scream, with the difference being that. alas,
nobody dies In this movie. There are other char-
acters In the movie but you, presumably In the
target "teeny-bopper" audience, do not care; you
are merely watching the movie to see th "cute"
guys or "hot" girls What about the principal' s
assistant or the random passer -by? How can.-.
you JUStify not caring about those characters?
Five minutes Into the movie there Isn't a plot
but I am thoroughly appalled by the "deep" cs-
CUSSIOn about love between Alex Mack and a
"nonexistent' minor character. Alex iikes her
Sketchers sneakers tut loves her schoolbag. It
all mares sensei The mysteries of love are
soiveo: Five Drain cells fizzle out after viewing
this conversation and the desire to keep watch-
Ing the movie IS lost
After much prodding, I am convinced to finish
viewing tne movie. even With the potential for
more lost Drain cells. The loose plot IS that Alex
Mack wisnes to date, but her father won't let her
because ne IS obsessed With the Idea of her gel-
tlng drunk, navrnq sex, and becoming pregnant.
Or oernaps he IS just overprotective. The lather
oec.ces Alex can date once her older Sister, the
PMS oosterq.rt. starts to date.
RICO Suave wants to go out With Alex Mack, as
does the Third Rock kid. Third Rock's "nonex-
.............._._ .
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Making sense of the complexity of the situation is the job of John
Jaques Annaud, the director of the film. Annaud shows enthusiasm, and energy
for maKing the fifrn_. He 'chooses a subject based on his passion to write aoo
told apiece of history that is a transcending story that everyone should
know about. Vassili was a simple guy that was taken away from his home and
placed in simple context within the war.
Another love gets in the way as Danilov and Vassiles compete
against one another. In a strange twist, Tania, the object of thei r desire
happens to also be a sniper, Rachael
Weitz stars as Tania, and was interested in the role as soon as she read the script.
"I was attracted to everything this role had to offer including its
complexity, which helped in telling atrue story," she said. "Jude was
amazing to work with. He is a gifted, talented actor and he was right there
with me every step of the way."
Weitz enjoyed the movie's complexity, but also got the opportunity to
enjoy the film for the simple fact that it offered her to do things she never
did before. "I never picked up a rifle before so at first it was scary, but
after learning how to use it on a foreign range. it became interesting." Back
then, women were the ones who worked in factories but soon, women joined the
armies and went to figtlt for their country. "l tried to play this role as
myself as the situations were so complicated"
.
His opposition in love is a party official, named Danilov, played by
Joseph Fiennes. His character is very complicated, intellectual and exists
for the Russian party. "He starts from a pure and innocent base in his
belief in the party and this develops into the utopian idea of communism and
equality". Fiennes' character sees Visilles as the perfect man to manipulate
into ahero for the sakes of propaganda that will further the cause of the
party he loves.
conflict instead of choosing that path" says Law. "He had to live through
his alter ego as being Visilles".
You will have an opportunity to witness this R-rated film for yourself, when it
opens nationwide on March 23, 2001.
This film takes place as an expert Nazi sniper, Major Koenig, who
wants to. make aname for himself and get revenge, by killing Vassili, as well
as other snipers in his way. While they compete against each other, Vassili
is also competing with a party official for the love of a Rllssian-American
female sniper. Action, history and romance make for a compelling and
well-written movie directed by John Jaques Annaud and stars Jude Law, Joseph
Finnes, Rachael Weitz, and Ed Harris.
Vasilli's character is straightforward and it was an image that is
constantly in the spotlight in his role as a soldier. "I loved the
opportunity to learn a new skill of firing a rifle he said, stating that at
first he was scared a little, but then found enjoyment in the whole process.
As he became to feel more comfortable Law also learned to camouflage himself
and become the object so that he wouldn't be seen, which really came in handy
playing this role. Vassili was asimple guy that was taken away from his
home and placed in simple context within the war. "He was thrust into
.
Enemy at the Gates is the upcoming movie, based on the 1973 book,
written by William Craig. The book and the movie are about Vassili Zaitsev,
a true life Russian sniper who is credited with over 140 ~lIs'during the
Battle of Stalingrad. The famous battle turned out to be atrue turning
point in the war, giving the Nazis one of their first big fail ures, losing
over 250,000 soldiers to death and even more to captivity.
starring Jude Law, Joseph Flnres.Rashael Weitz, and Ed Harris
The $85 million film, the most expensive film ever produced in Europe,
took four months to film, with interiors shot in Doublin Studios and the rest
being shot in Berlin, Germany and Russia. While the film only
took four months to shoot, the memories of being involved and learning about
the history behind the characters will remain etched in the actors and
director's minds forever.
After starring in "The Talented Mr. Ripley". Jude Law took on the part
of Vassili and braved the freezing weather that went with it. Law
enjoyed the making of the film, seeming intrigued by the areas he visited as
part of the filming. "I traveled throughout England and became more aware
of World War 11". Law also read several books before taking part in this








Find your way into my life soon
Before my innards explode
And I die of loneliness
I need you
To fill the void in my soul
bring stability
and be my motivation to continue strong





Day after day I think of you
A mere silhouette in my mind
of the missing piece of my puzzle
Where are you?
I don't want some cheap whore




Now the game is open, see the rules are stated.
Brave up and take your vacant seat.
So our dead ancestors can forget the bitter
-taste of slavery.
See! - The ship has set sail
The ship our ancestors were forced to build.
Cheer up brother cheer up
-and be part of the crew.
You give them cause to blame us,
- when thi ngs go. wrong.
Alas! We' are innocent.
Tell me brother! Tell me! Tell me if you like that.
No! You're drifti ng -away from our noble goal
---Let not the weekly manna distract you.
You don't need that to be strong (high)
No! It's alien to our blood.
Look! Look back and see, ~
We are born to be thick
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Now you have a defense, insanity!
Screamed your attorney
I guess he has a daughter
I guess he has a sister
I guess he has wife
To which yo~r freedom may spell him doom
You know what you did
You took pride in it
So owe up to it
And face ye justice
She wailed out to you
You choose not to listen
She plea you to stop
Your torture persist
You hit her with your fist
You maim her with your strength
Just for you r lust.
You rip through her dress
You yank off her underwear
Where is your conscience!
crystal clear or so it appears
I leave you dazzled, but distracted
from primal fear
in the pale light of night
melti ng from the moon
my treacherous hues
divide the yellow and blue
.
Look straight at her face
Please stare at her eyes
Go on, yes, embrace your act
What pleasure? What good?
Did you derive from your evil deed
See! See how you sank a maiden vessel
my lush forest hides in thick darkness
ambush on both sides,
To The Fallen Villain
By Onunaku, Ozo-Auqusune
I am the emeralds, radiating
from the poised stare of an intrigued panther
Jade
by Julie Adams
I do know youre sane
You! A fallen villain
With all will of life




)~E~j~ but never again will one deny
the depth of this panther's eyes
<:~?;-. this will be Jade's victory













Shall we call you the Rainbow?
To whom color is unity
Shall we call you the Pot?
To whom ingredient is soup
Shall we call you Dahli a?
To whom flowers is one garden
Shall we call you the League of Nations?
To whom the globe is avillage.
• '0' - '0:":-
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Holding forth our breath
We felt the urge to tel i
To tell the world your deeds
Thus we've come to ask.
People feel your name
From New York to Lagos
Beijing, New Delhi
Accra, Dakar to Rio
And Tel-Aviv to Melbourne
Bernard Baruch_ College!
Behold the right of passage
Behold the path to success
Behold the hope for all!
Looking into your eyes
As you stand on the east-side
Looking into your eyes
As you slow the Lexington traffic
Ode To Baruch
By Onunaku, Oza-Augustine
Foolish as I was, I still went along;
Never anticipating perils the sweet song
Of that exotic bird would lead me to.
Should've resisted temptations of you ...
It looked so inviting, the harmless pond;
And the goldfish of which I grew so fond.
They were magnetic, you and your charms;
It was adreamworld, that in your arms.
Deeper and deeper and faster I sank;
No helpi ng hand, no way out.
I suffocated with every shout,
You watched me die, as your poison I drank.
"Be careful, don't wander far,
You may never find your way again.
It's not worth it, all the pain... "




But why didn't it warn me, that exotic bird?
I was young, I couldn't have heard
"The cries of those who had drowned before
In the quicksand, always hungry for more.
................,.".,.. • • y y'-'""""""" 0" •
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(At a 1 st Street)
\
uneventful. "Original Prankster"
made the crowd.go craz:y again, but probabty only because it's their newest single. It really isn't very
good on the album or ctnerwise. Eventually, they went into "Intermission,· a song (if you could call
it that) that they've become somewhat infamous for. I was surprised that they still included that one
in their set, because it's gotten very oid, very fast To spice up "Intermission," a big fat man in a dia-
per (or a thong - I wasn't paying a lot of sttenuorn grunted and attempted to dance around onstaqe.
How disturbing. .
l'he band came back and launched into "Why Don't You Get aJob?" It's such an obvious rip-off of
The Beatles' "Ob-La-Di, Ob-La-Da" and I'll just leave it at that "The Kids Aren't Alrighf is a decent
song; personatty, i prefer The Who's 'The Kids Are Alright." By that point, myenergy was pretty much
drained, but mysister and her friend were having the time of their lives. La and behold, the next song
was "Self-Esteem." Tired? Me? No way! Like I said, Smash is a great album, and the band delivered
the good with ·Self-Esteem." They left the stage, and everyone yelled for, the obvious encore. They
carne out and played a song I couldn't recognize. During that song, a crowd surfer ended up kicking
my sister's friend in the head. She was hurt pretty bad, so as the band played "Pretty Fly (For aWhite
Guy)," we ended up backstage so the medics could check out her injury. She was fine, and by that
time the show was over. The band came backstage and Dexter Holland came over to us to make sure
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Roseland Ballroom - December 18th, 2000
The Offspring sold out two dates at the. Roseland Ballroom recently in support of their new album,
Original Prankster. While some bands improve with age, Original Prankster and Americana sound
exactly like their previous albums. I just don't buy into abunch of thirty-year-old men singing about
how they're losers, that they hate mom and dad, and that their girlfriend is skanky. Sorry, guys.
Smash was theirgreatest album, and it's stilt on heavy rotation in my CD player. But these guys have
to find other things to sing about. On that note, I will say that their live shows have improved tremen-
dously. Having seen them a bunch of times, the Roseland show was definitely one of their best ones
to date. . .
I wasn't even planninq on attending, but myyounger sister kept nagging me about it I ended up
bringing my sister and her friend as an early Christmas present. We arrived without the intention of
watching the opening act, which was MxPx. I saw them once. and that was enough for me. 'We only
saw their last song, which was a pathetic cover of Bryan Adams' "Su~mer of '69" -not that the orig-
inal version is much better.
During the break between bands, we maneuvered our way to the front of the crowd. The audience
was prettY much junior high and high school - age kids. ~ the houselights dimmed, you could feel
the tension rising among the
crowd. The stage remained da" for a couple of minutes, then the opening chords of "Bad Habit"
began. That psyched me up, because that's one of my favorites. The crowd went cr~, as expected.
The kids got a kick outof screaming "rou stupid dumbshit goddamn motherfucker!" along with Dexter
Holland, the slnqer/quitarist. I have to say, Holland does have an incredible voice, and it's perfect for
the kind of music they make.- even though I don't particu larly care for that kind of southern California
power pap "punk." Anyway, next they blew into "All I Want. 1I Again the crowd went nuts, screaming,
figh~ing, jumping - and just as I began to get annoyed, the band started playing "Corne Out & Play,"
another favorite of mine. It sounded exactly like it sounds on the album, which can be a good or bad
thing (depending or how you look at it). I like it when bands add an unexpected guitar solo, change
the lyrics, or forget the lyrics entirely. Alas, The Offspring is notthe type of band that does those kinds
of things. "Milliofl Miles Away" was performed with suprisingly less energy from the band. Were they
exhausted after playing only three songs?
Apparently not' Next on the set list was "Smash" from the album Smash (come on, did I really have
to tell you that?). These guys started making me feel nostalgic for my junior high teenage angst days.
I had to laugh, though, when Holland sang the lines "I'm not a trendy assncle, I don't give a fuck if
I'm good enough for you." Didn'tthe Offspring just recently team up with MTV's TRL to give one mil-
Iion dollars away to a contest winner?'
"Gone Away" was performed weakly and lacked energy. That didn't stop the crowd from singing
along, including yours truly. "Have You Ever" and "Amencana" were next, but they seemed to be
Kris
Staff Writer
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